In the majority of the analytic verifications of the Generalized Gibbs Ensemble (GGE) conjecture in quantum quench problems, both the post-quench and the pre-quench Hamiltonians are essentially noninteracting. We test this conjecture studying the field correlations in the more general case of an arbitrary pre-quench Hamiltonian, while keeping the post-quench one noninteracting. We first show that in the previously studied special case of a noninteracting pre-quench Hamiltonian, the validity of the GGE conjecture is a consequence of Wick's theorem. We then show that it is also valid in the general case of an arbitrary interacting pre-quench Hamiltonian, but this time as a consequence of a fundamental property of all ground states of physically acceptable Hamiltonians, the cluster decomposition principle. For arbitrary initial states that are not ground states of physically acceptable Hamiltonians, the GGE conjecture is not generally true. As a byproduct of our investigation we obtain an analytical derivation of earlier numerical results for the large time evolution of correlations after a quantum quench of the interaction in the Lieb-Liniger model from a nonzero value to zero.
combined thermodynamic and large time limit. This means that all stationary correlations of higher-order can be derived from solely the two-point initial correlations, that is from information contained solely in the values of the conserved charges. We therefore show that all stationary correlations are exactly equal to their GGE predictions. The proof is based on a general property satisfied by the correlation functions in the ground state of any physical Hamiltonian, the cluster decomposition principle, which states that the correlations between two subsets of points separated by a distance that tends to infinity become disconnected, i.e. [66] lim
Therefore, we conclude that neither Gaussianity nor factorization of charge products in the initial state are necessary conditions for the validity of the GGE conjecture. Contrarily, even in the much more general case of a quantum quench from an arbitrary interacting pre-quench Hamiltonian, the GGE conjecture is still valid, this time as a consequence of a fundamental property of the ground state correlations. The same reasoning extends to other cases, such as finite temperature initial states, in which cluster decomposition applies. In the case of an arbitrary initial state that is not the ground state of some physically acceptable Hamiltonian, the above requirement would not be generally satisfied, the stationary correlations would retain memory of the initial correlations between conserved charges beyond their maximally-disconnected part and the GGE conjecture would not apply.
We demonstrate these ideas in the context of two prototypical theories: a relativistic and a non-relativistic bosonic field theory in one spatial dimension with no interaction after the quench. In the first model, we keep our exposition as general as possible and show that our findings are insensitive to the form of the post-quench dispersion relation (and so insensitive to relativistic invariance too) or other details of the particular quench and we identify the minimal requirements for equilibration to occur and for the rest of our arguments to hold. In this way, it is clear that our results are true for a wide range of physical systems that are equivalent to systems of coupled harmonic oscillators with arbitrary couplings. In the second model, as a byproduct of our investigation, we obtain an analytical derivation of earlier discovered numerical results [34] for the relaxation of density-density correlations in the case of free nonrelativistic bosons starting from an initial state with pointlike interactions (quantum quench in the Lieb-Liniger model from positive to zero interaction). It turns out that the relaxation is a power-law in time and is related to the decay of the initial four-point correlation function at large distances, which is governed by the Luttinger Liquid approximation of the Lieb-Liniger model, allowing us to calculate the exponent of the power law from the Luttinger parameter K.
II. RELATIVISTIC BOSONIC FIELD THEORY
We consider the one-dimensional system of harmonic oscillators described by the Hamiltonian (in momentum space)
As well-known, such a Hamiltonian may describe a relativistic free field theory, if ω k = √ k 2 + m 2 with particle mass m, but we do not need to specify the exact form of the dispersion relation for our subsequent study. This Hamiltonian will play the role of the post-quench Hamiltonian in our problem. Since it is free, the time-evolved field operator φ (in the Heisenberg picture) can be written in momentum space as 2) and the conjugate momentum π as
Here L is the system size and we assume periodic boundary conditions, so that the momenta are given by k = 2πn/L with n integer (although this assumption is not essential). The creation-annihilation operators can therefore be expressed in the following form which will be useful later
A. The two-point correlation function
As we anticipated, the calculation of the two-point function is rather insensitive on the initial state and so the derivation parallels the one for a quench between free theories [27, 30] . Explicitly, the equal-time two-point function is
where the index zero means that the expectation values are calculated on the initial state. Assuming that the latter is translationally invariant, the above expectation values are zero unless the momenta k 1 , k 2 are equal or opposite. Using the canonical commutation relation [a k , a † p ] = δ k,p , the non zero initial correlators can be parametrized as follows
where A k and B k are functions that depend on the particular initial state. From the definition of B k we have
which is the momentum occupation number in the initial state. From all the above, we obtain
In the thermodynamic limit L → ∞, the sum in the above expression becomes an integral over continuous momenta
Finally we take the long time limit t → ∞ of the above expression. For a massive post-quench dispersion relation, ω k = √ k 2 + m 2 with m = 0, the stationary phase method shows that the oscillating time-dependent terms in the above integral vanish and therefore the two-point function becomes stationary. Notice that this argument is not sensitive to the particular quench we consider; it only requires a gapped post-quench dispersion relation with a single smooth local minimum at k = 0, but not necessarily relativistic. In fact even for a gapless dispersion relation, the model will generically equilibrate [27, 67] , even though the stationary phase argument does not straightforwardly apply. The difference is that in this case equilibration refers to the correlations of the vertex operators which are the real physical observables in the gapless case.
As long as the above condition is satisfied, the two-point function equilibrates and we will now express its stationary value in terms of n k 0 . Having recognized which terms of (2.9) survive in the large time limit, we will keep them in their finite volume form as sums over discrete momenta, since in the next step we obtain a δ(0) term which makes sense only within the finite volume expression. We therefore find 10) or returning to the thermodynamic limit
We will now calculate the GGE prediction for the two-point correlation function. The GGE is given, always in the thermodynamic limit, by the density matrix
where 13) and the Lagrange multipliers λ k are defined through the requirement that the values of the charges n k in the GGE are equal to their initial values
14)
The GGE value of the two-point function is then 15) since as expressed in (2.12) the GGE is diagonal in the momentum basis. The last result is obviously equal to (2.10), by virtue of the defining condition (2.14) of the GGE. Note that as long as the two-point function equilibrates for long times, its asymptotic value is automatically given by the GGE prediction with no further assumption, simply because the only information of the initial state on which it depends are the values of the charges which are fixed in the GGE by definition. We also stress that the only assumption required for the equilibration and therefore also for the verification of the equality between (2.15) and (2.10) was that the post-quench dispersion relation has a gap and a single minimum (note however that, as already mentioned, this condition can be released); no further information about the initial state is required (we also assumed the generally applicable property of translational invariance). By the generally assumed symmetry of the initial state and the evolving Hamiltonian under parity (coordinate space reflections), we have n −k 0 = n k 0 , but we did not need to use this fact. We therefore arrive at the general conclusion that the stationary expression of the two-point function, in the case of noninteracting evolution, will always be trivially described by a GGE with the momentum occupation numbers as conserved charges, for any initial state.
Before we proceed further, we will derive a direct relation between the large time asymptotic value of the field correlations and the initial ones in their coordinate space form. From (2.4) the operator n k + n −k that appears in (2.10) can be written in terms of the field φ and its time derivativeφ = π as
where in the last step we used the commutation relations
where we defined 19) and
These formulas will be useful later in the comparison of the stationary four-point function with its GGE prediction.
B. The four-point correlation function
We now proceed to the calculation of the four-point function which, according to the discussion in I A, is the first non-trivial test of the GGE conjecture. Our main objective is to check whether the large time four-point function retains such memory of the initial four-point function that cannot be derived from the initial two-point function. If this is true, the large time four-point function will not be described by the GGE (2.12) because in the latter, Wick's theorem is valid and therefore the predicted four-point function depends solely on the two-point function (or in other words on n k 0 ) and not on any additional information about the initial state. The calculation below is largely inspired by one for a very specific case (the quench of a Bose gas from zero to infinite interaction [43] ), but as we shall see, the reason for its general validity is a deeper physical requirement on the initial state, i.e. the cluster decomposition principle.
The equal time the four-point function is
where we used the compact notation a
Taking first the thermodynamic limit, in which the momentum sums become integrals, and then the large time limit, we observe that, provided that the stationary phase argument applies as above for a gapped post-quench Hamiltonian, only terms with no oscillating phase survive, i.e. those satisfying the condition
The latter is satisfied only by terms with equal number of a and a † operators (which are 4!/(2!2!) = 6 in number, out of 2 4 = 16) and more specifically those for which the momenta of the a operators match with those of the a † operators in pairs of equal or opposite values. This is because non-polynomial equations of the form 4 i=1 σ i ω ki = 0 have only sparse solutions for discretized momenta k = 2πn/L, that result in negligible contributions in the thermodynamic limit, unless 4 i=1 σ i = 0 in which case the trivial solutions in which the k i 's appear in pairs of equal or opposite values give finite (non-vanishing) contributions in the thermodynamic limit. Obviously, in the above we make use of the fact that the dispersion relation is an even function, i.e. ω −k = ω k . For example, the equation ω k1 + ω k2 = ω k3 + ω k4 is satisfied by the terms that contain the expectations values a k1 a k2 a † −k3 a † −k4 0 and a † −k1 a † −k2 a k3 a k4 0 under the condition that k 1 = ±k 3 and k 2 = ±k 4 or k 1 = ±k 4 and k 2 = ±k 3 , while the equation ω k1 + ω k2 + ω k3 = ω k4 does not have any such simple solutions and the corresponding terms give vanishing contributions in the thermodynamic and large time limit. Note that we should take first the thermodynamic and then the large time limit, since in order to apply the stationary phase method, the sums should have been first written as integrals. However, as in the case of the two-point function, now that we have recognized which types of terms survive in the large time limit, we will keep them in their finite volume form, because in the subsequent algebra some contractions result in δ 2 terms that make sense only within the finite volume expressions.
According to the above we have
Using the canonical commutation relations we can bring each of the operator products above, in the order a † a a † a so that we can focus only on this term and recover the others at the end by considering permutations of the indices 1, 2, 3, 4. This re-ordering procedure introduces additional lower-order terms of the form a † a which will be taken into account below. Due to the translational invariance of the initial state that enforces Therefore we have
Finite volume corrections have been omitted in the above expressions. Taking into account all other (2×6 = 12) terms in (2.22), which can be obtained by re-ordering and permutation of indices, and symmetrising the terms containing n k n p 0 under the exchange k ↔ p (since n k n p 0 = n p n k 0 ), we finally find 23) or, in the thermodynamic limit
where we have set
The function F (k, p; x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) is even in both k and p and symmetric under their interchange. Therefore we can replace the expression n k n p 0 + n k 0 + 1 4 in the sum by 26) to obtain the alternative form
dk dp
From the above relations we see that the large time asymptotic of the four-point function does depend on the initial correlations n k n p 0 . For an arbitrary initial state, the latter are generally independent of n k 0 and therefore the GGE, which contains only information about n k 0 and not about n k n p 0 , would not predict correctly the large time four-point function. Indeed, in the GGE, since it is Gaussian and therefore Wick's theorem applies, the prediction for the four-point function is also disconnected, that is
However the situation may be different for initial states prepared by performing a quantum quench, i.e. ground states of some Hamiltonian since we have not yet used all properties of ground state expectation values. A fundamental such property is the cluster decomposition principle, which states that at large separations between two subsets of physical operators of an n-point function the latter becomes disconnected and as we will soon show, is responsible for the validity of the GGE conjecture.
Non-interacting pre-quench Hamiltonian
Before we proceed to the general case, let us start with the special case of a noninteracting pre-quench Hamiltonian. In this case the initial state is Gaussian and by Wick's theorem we have that the expectation values of products of the conserved charges factorize
Therefore the correlations n k n p 0 do not contain any more information than n k 0 and the GGE is capable of describing the large time asymptotics of the four-point function. Indeed, in view of the factorization property (2.29), the two expressions (2.27) and (2.28) are identical. The same is true for all higher order correlation functions too: as long as the post-quench dispersion relation satisfies the previously mentioned condition for equilibration, the correlation functions of any order tend for large times to stationary values which are related to the initial expectation values of products of occupation number operators i n ki 0 . By Wick's theorem, these equal to the products of the expectation values i n ki 0 = i n ki 0 . According to the above discussion this means that the GGE predicts correctly their values. We therefore see that for noninteracting pre-quench Hamiltonians, the GGE conjecture is valid, provided that equilibration occurs, and this is a direct consequence of Wick's theorem.
Interacting pre-quench Hamiltonian
We now consider the more general case of an arbitrary interacting pre-quench Hamiltonian. In this case the initial state is non-Gaussian and Wick's theorem does not apply. To take advantage of the cluster decomposition principle, we should first express the initial correlations n k n p 0 in terms of the fields φ(x) and π(x) whose initial correlations are known from the ground state properties of the pre-quench theory. From (2.16) we know that n k + n −k + 1 = ω kφkφ−k +π kπ−k /ω k , therefore (2.23) or (2.27) becomes
Notice that the large time value of the four-point correlation function depends solely on four-point initial correlations, not on lower order correlations of the initial state. Let us first focus on the first term of this sum, and write it in coordinate space
The last correlator can be decomposed, completely generally, in two parts: the disconnected and the connected one. The disconnected part corresponds to the sum of all two-point correlations between pairs of the four points in any combination, while the connected part corresponds to all the rest correlations that are present in the four-point function, i.e.
where C (2) 0 and C (4) 0,conn are the initial two-point correlation function and connected four-point correlation function respectively. For ground states of noninteracting Hamiltonians, by application of Wick's theorem, the four-point function is exactly equal to the disconnected part, therefore the connected one vanishes.
We now substitute the above expansion into (2.31). The first term in the last sum does not depend on r and s and therefore the integration over these variables results simply in an L 2 factor that cancels the overall L −2 prefactor. The other three terms are functions of r − s and therefore after integration over r + s we get a single L factor. After having performed the remaining integration over r − s, these terms scale with a factor L slower than the first term. This is because the integrands of those terms are decaying functions of the distance r − s. In particular the decay of the connected term C (4) 0,conn (0, x, s, s + y) at large |s| is ensured by the cluster decomposition property, from which we know that at large distances between any two pairs of the four points the connected part tends to zero.
The above observations mean that only the first term gives a finite contribution in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞, while the rest give only finite size corrections. We can work similarly for the other correlators φ kφ−kπpπ−p 0 , π kπ−kφpφ−p 0 and π kπ−kπpπ−p 0 , however there is a difference when we pass to the coordinate space form of these correlators. For example, for the last one we have 1 32 33) where the function H(x) has been defined in (2.18 ). This function is not a Dirac δ-function as it was in the case of φ kφ−kφpφ−p 0 , therefore we cannot reduce the number of integrals from four to two as before. However, since the post-quench dispersion relation is already assumed to be gapped, from (2.18) we can see that H(x) should typically be a function that decays exponentially with the distance over a scale m −1 , where m is the gap. Therefore integration over the coordinate variables s ′ and r ′ is restricted within a range of the order m −1 . This means that for the L → ∞ behaviour of (2.
Substituting into (2.33) we see that, for the same reasons as before, it is only the first term in the above expansion that gives a finite contribution in the thermodynamic limit. Therefore we have 1 32
Summing all terms together we find that 36) and using our result (2.17) for the two-point correlation function
Comparing with the GGE expression (2.28), we finally conclude that the stationary four-point function C (4) ∞ (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) is equal to GGE prediction, also for this more general choice of initial state.
C. Higher order correlations
We can now outline the generalization of the above proof to the case of the 2n-point function. The stationary value of the latter C φ (x 2j−1 )φ(x 2j ) 0 . Working similarly for the other initial correlators, we can reconstruct the GGE prediction.
III. NON-RELATIVISTIC FREE BOSONS
In this second part of our study, we will check the GGE conjecture for a quantum quench of the interaction c in the Lieb-Liniger model from arbitrary initial c > 0 to c = 0, a quench already studied in great detail in [34] . We first show that, evolving under this free Hamiltonian, the verification of the GGE conjecture for the g 1 function (the equal time two-point function) is trivial and tautological. This is not true for the g 2 function (the non-local pair correlation function).
The initial state |Ω is the ground state of the pre-quench Hamiltonian
while the evolution is described by the free boson Hamiltonian
where
The boson mass is set to m = 1/2, the system size is L and periodic boundary conditions have been assumed, so that k = 2πn/L with n integer. The time evolution of the mode operators is
A. The g1 function
The g 1 function is
where n k ≡ Ψ † k Ψ k are the mode occupation number operators, i.e. the conserved charges. We see that g 1 (x; t) is actually time independent and automatically described by the GGE, since it is a linear combination of the values of n k in the initial state which, by definition of the GGE, are equal to their GGE values. Explicitly
Therefore, since n k GGE = n k 0 , we have
This result was previously obtained in [34] .
B. The g2 function
The g 2 function is
where k ij ≡ k i − k j and we made use of the translational invariance of the system. The last expression has been derived also in [34] . If we decompose the initial four-point correlation function of the last line into disconnected and connected pieces, we have
conn (x − 2kt, z, x − 2kt + z, 0; 0)
conn (x − 2kt, z, x − 2kt + z, 0; 0), (3.11) where in the first term we performed first the k-summation and then the z-integration, while in the second we performed them in reverse order. Next we take first the infinite system size limit and then the large time limit of the last term. For L → ∞ the sum becomes an integral and the above expression becomes
conn (x − 2kt, z, x − 2kt + z, 0; 0) ≡ I(x, t). (3.12)
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that for a quantum quench problem whose evolution is governed by a noninteracting Hamiltonian the existence of a (local) stationary state described by a GGE can be exclusively attributed to the cluster decomposition properties of the initial state. If the cluster decomposition holds for the initial state, we have analytically shown that in the thermodynamic and large time limit the GGE describes multi-point correlation functions of the fields. Inversely when cluster decomposition does not hold, additional non-vanishing terms arise which do not comply with Wick's theorem that is tautologically valid in the GGE of noninteracting models. While the calculation has been performed for two specific free bosonic theories (gapped 'relativistic' bosons and free non-relativist bosons), the line of the derivation is completely general and should be applicable to arbitrary local noninteracting systems. Notice that even though we tested the validity of the GGE only for equal-time correlations, a general theorem [38] ensures that when this happens, different-time stationary correlations are also described by the GGE.
We also point out another interesting byproduct of this work. While the connected piece of multi-point correlations in the initial state does not contribute to the stationary value, it governs the large time approach to the GGE. In the case of the interaction quench in the Lieb-Liniger model from a nonzero value to zero, this gives an analytical derivation of earlier numerical results [34] . If specialized to finite but large systems similar arguments could be used to understand revival properties of some observables, a topic of large recent interest [34, 68, 69] .
One may expect that or wonder if an analogous reasoning may be the basis of the validity of the GGE conjecture also for the general case of a genuinely interacting integrable post-quench Hamiltonian. Let us think about this scenario in more detail. It is true that even in this more general case, the system can be decomposed in terms of momentum (or rapidity) modes, whose occupation number operators are conserved and are linear combinations of the local conserved charges. The creation and annihilation operators of these modes evolve in time exactly as in the noninteracting case and satisfy generalized canonical commutation relations, which involve the two-particle scattering matrix of the model (in the context of relativistic Integrable Field Theory, this is known as the Zamolodchikov-Faddeev algebra [53] ). Using these generalized canonical commutation relations, it is possible to derive a generalized version of Wick's theorem, reducing all higher order correlations of the creation/annihilation operators to their lowest (two-particle) correlations. In the context of quantum quenches, this allows the possibility to express higher order correlations in terms of solely the initial values of the charges, as in the noninteracting case. However, unlike the noninteracting case, the local physical observables (fields or vertex operators) are given in terms of the mode creation/annihilation operators through complicated nonlinear expressions (typically series expansions involving all of their Form Factors, i.e. the matrix elements of the observables in the energy eigenstates) and therefore at this point, it is technically difficult to make a connection with the above reasoning and take advantage of the cluster decomposition principle for the initial field correlations.
The leading term is 
where V q (z) = : e iqφL(z) : ,V q (z) = : e iqφR(z) : are the normal-ordered vertex operators, the expectation values are evaluated in a cylindrical geometry (due to the periodic boundary conditions) i.e. z i = e 2πwi/L with w i = vτ i + ix i (in our case the imaginary times are zero, τ i = 0) and q = 1/(2 √ K). The function d(x|L) = | sin(πx/L)|L/π is the cord function and in the infinite size limit L → ∞ becomes d(x|L) → |x|. In this limit we therefore have
Finally, the connected part of the above is
